Introduction
According to a theorem of Hausdorff every completely monotonic sequence, (1) ( -1 with a(t) nondecreasing. Now consider the following "moment problem": to determine <p(t) from pe where (3) n. = f t'<b(t)dl (s = 0, 1, • • • ).
D. V. Widder [6] has shown that the inversion of (3) may be accomplished by the use of an operator whose general form is that of the left side of (1). Thus if one wished to solve the analogous "moment problem" for the Stieltjes transform one might begin by searching for a theorem analogous to that of Hausdorff in the hope that it would indicate the general form of the operator. Now mimicking the proof of D. V. Widder's Theorem 10.1 [7] one can prove the analog of Hausdorff's theorem, and the analog of (1) where p = [y log «] (the greatest integer contained in y log n), d" = (log n)p+1/pT(y), and A""0 denotes the nth forward difference on j with mesh one, evaluated at s = 0. Applying P"," to (5) one finds o t(t+\)
•
hence for n large we have approximately Pn.y(p) = •-I e-«lT"<-?-4(t)>dt
where r = log n. The sequence of functions
is a Fejer sequence of kernels concentrated at t=y and it is thus intuitively clear that
The "continuous" version of this operator reads as follows:
where'w= [log «] and c" = (log n)m+1/m\. Applying T",v to, /•w *(0 o x + t one has, proceeding as before, the approximate equation
Tn,v(f) = , I «-«H*(yflr(/)}#.
w! Jo
And it is again intuitively clear that One thus has from (7)
«->*> ml y Jo \y/ dum i.e., a new inversion of (8). These inversion formulas may be used in the standard way to obtain representation theories, and in the case of (9) we state a pair of sample theorems.
I should like to express my thanks to D. V. Widder for his careful guidance of this work in thesis form, and to the referee of the present paper, whose suggestions have resulted in a measurable increase in clarity and elegance. Theorem 1. Clearly then /" exists; in fact by the mean-value theorem
Now by Stirling's formula CnK(R) = exp } [(y -R) + y(log R -log y)] log n + o(log n)} (»-*<»).
But
(y-R) + y(log J? -logy) = yUl-j + log-J < 0
and the proof is complete.
Theorem 2.
1. y> 0;s = 0;0 < e < y;
With the notation of the previous theorem 
Cnhn(e) = exp {[(y -e) + y(log t -log y)] log n + o(log n)} (« -» w), and the proof is completed as in Theorem 1. Definition.
The Lebesgue set of a function <f>(t) will be denoted \(<p).
Theorem 3. Therefore the right-hand side of (2) tends to zero as n-»». Hence we must show dn f l"n-'T(l)<l>(t)dl->■ 0(y) («->»).
<p(t) E L(l/T, T) for all
Since dn I t"n-T(y)dl = 1
J o it will be sufficient to show that
But by Hypothesis 6, One wonders whether this inversion formula for the Stieltjes transform may be interpreted operationally.
Since the usual operators involve derivatives rather than differences, we might expect to obtain different results. The following argument shows that Tn,t(f) may be interpreted as the familiar -sin irD/ir. There seems to exist no apparent relation between the two kernels except that they both stem from an inversion of the Stieltjes transform.
In [l ] the authors develop general representation formulas for the Laplace transform. Their methods are sufficiently general to be readily applicable to the operator Gn(c, y). We state two sample theorems. 
